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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to solve defects of the existing control strategy long convergence time, sliding mode chattering and so on. For
Sensorless Brushless DC motor control strategy, a modified extended Kalman
state correction estimation scheme is proposed, and dual mode high-order nonsingular terminal hybrid sliding mode control technology is put forward.
TMS320F2812DSP core controller and CM200DY-12H inverter module and
construction electric car core control module are established, and the program
algorithm of the extended Kalman algorithm and hybrid sliding mode control is
constructed. The results showed that the control system designed can suppress
the system chattering, and the system has strong robustness, which has low requirement on the system model and can eliminate external disturbance input,
showing outstanding performance in the convergence time and anti disturbance
performance. In summary, a dual mode high-order non-singular terminal hybrid
sliding mode control technology put forward is quite suitable for electric vehicle control system.
Keywords—Sensorless, electric vehicle, hybrid sliding mode control

1

Introduction

With the increasing energy demand in the world, it has become a comprehensive
research topic how to make rational use of existing resources, maximize the effectiveness of existing energy sources, and minimize the additional pollution. As the traditional energy large user, the acceleration of the automotive industry has become a
trend of change, and the emergence of electric vehicles has become an important way
for the current vehicles industry to alleviate the crisis of energy and environmental
protection. Electric vehicles use electric energy as energy source, and compared with
traditional energy sources, pollution emissions are small and the energy utilization
rate is improved greatly. Due to the advantages of both environmental protection and
energy saving, electric vehicles have become the inevitable choice of technological
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innovation and innovation in the automotive field [1]. Due to the complexity of the
electric vehicle driving environment, load changes, the upper and lower slopes, high
temperature, body vibration and other factors put forward high requirements on the
electric vehicle control strategy. Sliding mode control (SMC), as an effective nonlinear control technique, through the design of the sliding mode hyperplane, makes the
system state into sliding mode and tend to be stable. Because of its low precision and
strong robustness to external disturbance and disturbance input, it is widely concerned
in the control system of electric vehicle [2]. However, the existing sliding mode control strategy has some disadvantages such as long convergence time and chattering.
Brushless DC motor needs rotor pole position signal to provide phase-change information for the switch circuit to achieve effective control. But the position sensor is
easy to be damaged in a complex environment, and susceptible to electromagnetic
interference, resulting in the reduction of the service life of motor and limited by the
environment. As a result, sensorless brushless DC motor control strategy has become
a hot research topic [3].
This study makes an in-depth analysis of electric vehicle using brushless DC motor
control mathematical model, for sensorless brushless DC motor control strategy, proposes a modified extended Kalman state correction estimation scheme, conducts indepth study of sliding mode control strategy, and for normal driving and energy feedback stage, puts forward a kind of dual mode high-order nonsingular hybrid terminal
sliding mode control technique.

2

State of the art

Opposite to a brush DC motor, a brushless DC motor, has a fixed armature, without using mechanical brush device. Instead of the traditional brush and commutator
through the position sensor and electronic commutation device, the armature can be
directly connected with the electronic commutation devices, such as transistors,
MOSFET or IGBT. The position sensor is located inside the motor, the rotor position
is detected in real time, and the magnetic field direction is controlled by electronic
phase change device. The electronic commutation device consists of inverter and
controller. The inverter converts the DC power supply to the motor control signal, and
the controller realizes the control effect through the real-time control of the inverter
according to the control demand.
At present, the electric vehicle brushless DC motor sensorless control technologies
commonly used are mainly back EMF method, flux detection method and state observer method. State observer control technology due to precise control, the hardware
implementation is simple, which has become the research focus of the field. The state
observer is divided into the full order observer, reduced order observer, extended
Kalman filter and so on [4]. Full order observer belongs to an optimal linear estimation algorithm, which makes full order estimation for mathematical model error and
measurement noise error in the linear system. When the estimation algorithm is applied to the nonlinear system of Brushless DC motor, it needs to make the brushless
DC motor linear, causing the system model error.
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The brushless DC motor control is a strongly coupled nonlinear dynamic system,
and the mathematical model of the motor based on the dynamic structure is uncertain
and the measurement data is easily polluted by noises. When the motor model error is
controlled in the allowable range and the statistical characteristics of the random noise
are known, the system operating state can be identified. As an algorithm extension in
nonlinear systems, the extended Kalman filtering, as Kalman filtering, belongs to the
state estimation identification in the sense of minimum variance estimation. Based on
the on-line accumulation and update of the process information, the identification
model is modified to reduce the uncertainty of the controlled system, and thus realizing sub-optimal state identification for nonlinear systems.
When the extended Kalman is applied to electric vehicle brushless DC motor control system, real-time feature of the algorithm requires that the algorithm can quickly
calculate. However, because extended Kalman has a more matrix multiplication calculations, it will undoubtedly bring great challenge to the real-time system. But now
the high performance digital processing chip has become more and more popular, so
it provides a good basis for the realization of extended Kalman on electric vehicles
[5]. Therefore, this study will make an analysis on the application of expand Kalman
in the sensorless control system of Brushless DC motor for electric vehicles.
The traditional brushless DC motor for electric vehicles requires position sensors
to obtain rotor position information, which can achieve accurate commutation control.
Because the position sensor will lead to the decrease of the service life of the motor,
the sensorless BLDCM control strategy has gradually become a research hotspot.
Ruan Zhaozhong studied the application of position sensorless technology in
BLDCM control system and its most mature back electromotive force method in rotor
position detection technology. By analyzing the brushless DC motor, he studied the
working principle of the BLDCM control system, the position sensorless control process and the back electromotive force method to detect the rotor position. At last, he
elaborated the hardware design and software design of the BLDCM system and power
experiment.
Based on the analysis of the working principle of the brushless DC motor, Gao
Zhengzhong and Zhang Xiaoyan have proposed a BLDCM control system based on
STM32 sensorless sensor. They use hardware to obtain commutation points, thereby
reducing the performance requirements of the controller. The system mainly includes
commutation point detection circuit, motor drive circuit, current detection and protection circuit, communication interface and so on. Using the speed and current double
closed-loop control, which stabilizes the output torque of the motor and improves the
response speed of the motor, the experimental results show that the design has the
characteristics of high control precision, fast response, stable and reliable operation.
Based on the back electromotive force, Liu Yanfu and Wang Yushun studied the
control system of sensorless brushless DC motor based on digital signal processing.
The system uses IR2130 drive circuit, rotor position detection circuit and protection
circuit. Then, he described the hardware circuit and software design of the system,
and analyzed the control system. The system simplifies the hardware structure, so that
the motor can be stable and effective control, and it can accurately detect the location
of the motor rotor. It has a good speed performance and high practical value.
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In summary, the working environment of the electric vehicle is complicated, and
the system parameters are susceptible to interference. The conventional control algorithm is difficult to achieve satisfactory results. In order to realize the accurate commutation control, brushless DC motor for traditional electric vehicle needs position
sensor to obtain the rotor position information. The current control strategy cannot
accurately track the effect of time-varying variables on the control results. The sliding
mode control strategy has some disadvantages such as long convergence time and
chattering. Therefore, our aim is to solve the existing control strategy long convergence time, sliding mode chattering and so on defects. For Sensorless Brushless DC
motor control strategy, a modified extended Kalman state correction estimation
scheme is proposed, and dual mode high-order non-singular terminal hybrid sliding
mode control technology is put forward. TMS320F2812DSP core controller and
CM200DY-12H inverter module and construction electric car core control module are
established, and the program algorithm of the extended Kalman algorithm and hybrid
sliding mode control is constructed.

3

Methods

3.1

Extended Kalman filter algorithm

As an algorithm in nonlinear system, the extended Kalman filter is the expansion
and extension of the Kalman filter algorithm in nonlinear system. Brushless DC motor
for electric vehicle is a typical nonlinear system, and the realization of the state estimation of the system needs a kind of algorithm theory that can be applied to nonlinear
system. In order to realize the application of Kalman filtering algorithm in nonlinear
system, a new algorithm is proposed, which is called extended Kalman filter.
The running state model of brushless DC motor for electric vehicle can be expressed by general equation as follows [6]:

x! (t ) = f [x(t )] + BV (t ) + ! (t )
(1)
y (t ) = h[x(t )] + µ (t )
In (1), ! (t ) refers to the system noise, and µ (t ) indicates the measurement noise.

Both of the two are Gauss white noise with zero mean, whose co-variance are
Q (t ) and R(t ) , respectively.
The Kalman filter equation for estimation error is:

"xˆk / k !1 = $k # "xˆk !1
"xˆk = "xˆk / k !1 + K k ("yk ! H k "xˆk / k !1 )
K k = Pk / k !1 H kT ( H k Pk / k !1 H kT + Rk ) !1

(2)

Pk / k !1 = $k Pk !1$kT + Qk !1
Pk = ( I ! K k H k ) Pk / k !1 ( I ! K k H k )T + K k Rk K kT
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"xˆk !1 refers to the state estimation error of the moment k ! 1 , and !ŷk
indicates the observed estimation error of the moment k ! 1 . Both of the two have the
In (2),

following relationship:

"xˆk !1 = xk !1 ! xˆk !1
"yˆ k = yk !1 ! h( xˆk / k !1 )

(3)

The optimal estimation of the linear equation is given, and assuming that the obtained estimated value is optimal, that is !xˆk "1 = 0 . From the above equation, we can
obtain !xˆk / k "1 = 0 , and according to the principle of linear change, we can get the
nonlinear discrete extended Kalman filter equation, as follows:

xˆk / k !1 = #k " xˆk !1 + Bk !1Vk !1Tc
xˆk = xˆk / k !1 + K k ( yk ! H k xˆk / k !1 )

K k = Pk / k !1 H kT ( H k Pk / k !1 H kT + Rk ) !1

(4)

T
k !1 k

Pk / k !1 = #k P # + Qk !1
Pk = ( I ! K k H k ) Pk / k !1 ( I ! K k H k )T + K k Rk K kT
3.2

System hardware design

The hardware design of the system is mainly composed of processor, inverter circuit, protection circuit and sampling circuit. The processor determines the control
speed of the system, and the inverter circuit conducts the motor input signal control,
protects the circuit to make real-time protect of the system, to prevent overload, overcurrent and short circuit and so on [7]. The sampling circuit is used to collect the
running information in real time, which is supplied to the controller to calculate and
realize the state identification and control output.
The structure of the electric vehicle and the relationship between each module and
the drive system are shown in Figure 1.
In processor selection, it is necessary to consider that, in the design of sliding mode
control law, there is the presence of differential and integral link, needing a processor
with a strong digital processing ability and in the sliding mode controller, if needing
to weaken the chattering, it needs to be able to have the ability of high frequency
switching in practice. All of these control requirements put forward higher requirements for the processor's digital processing capability. Therefore, we choose the professional motor digital signal processing chip TMS320F2812 under TI company as
the core processor.
The inverter circuit is the core part of the motor control system, which converts the
system input DC to the circuit what the DC motor needs, and controls the input voltage by PWM modulation. The inverter circuit consists of two parts: inverter module
and isolation circuit. Inverter module uses MITSUBISHI CM200DY-12H IGBT
module, and the module has two IGBT tubes and diodes, the maximum reached 200A
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and 600V( uce ) load. The internal structure of the MITSUBISHI CM200DY-12H is
shown in Figure 2.

Controller
Variable speed control
Energy management

Drive control

Drive System

Variable speed
drive system

wheel

Power Battery

Body chassis

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of structure and module of electric vehicle










Fig. 2. Temperature controller system structure

The isolation circuit of the system adopts the Si826x chip. The chip can directly
replace the traditional photoelectric coupler to achieve isolation driving function,
mainly used in motor control and drive industrial field, which is a special motor driver
chip, very suitable for used in the driving circuit of IGBT.
The experimental platform of electric vehicle is powered by 220V power supply to
the battery, and the operation way of the whole current is AC-DC-AC mode. As the
source of power supply is 220V communication, it is necessary to have a power supply circuit to convert AC to DC [8]. In the design, the power supply circuit is mainly
composed of the rectifier filter and the protection circuit. The AC first of all entered
into the system, the transformer is changed, and output through the bridge rectifier
circuit. At last, the DC output voltage of the system is 72V. The schematic of the
system is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. System power module schematic

The protection circuit is composed of Rave, FUSEl, Ltl and Rt. Rv refers to the
varistor resistance. When the input voltage is too large or there is surge voltage, the
resistance decreases rapidly, thereby inhibiting the voltage disturbance. FUSEl is the
fuse, and when the current is too large, it will fuse out. Ltl is a filter coil, which is
used to eliminate electromagnetic interference in the circuit. Rt is a thermistor, whose
characteristic is that it increases with the increase of temperature resistance. When the
instantaneous large current appears in the circuit, the resistance temperature rises and
the resistance value enlarges, so the current is reduced, to play the role of protecting
the circuit.
3.3

System software design

The system software design is divided into two modules: modified extended Kalman state estimation and hybrid sliding mode control algorithm. In order to ensure the
smooth realization of the control system, it is necessary to improve other functional
design. The overall block diagram of the system software design is shown in Figure 4.

control input

Interrupt program

AD converter
detection signal
Modified extended
Calman state estimator

Hybrid sliding
mode control
program

PWM
control
output

main program

Fig. 4. System software structure diagram
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It can be seen from Figure 3 that, the main program needs to deal with the accepting and converting of the detection signal, make state estimation program of extended
Kalman, input to the hybrid sliding mode control algorithm, and finally perform output control through the PWM wave, to achieve the effect of stable control of electric
vehicle.
Figure 5 is the program design flow chart.
Start

System initialization

Start AD conversion

Off interrupt

AD transformation

Interrupt initialization

Extended Calman state estimator

Open interrupt

Hybrid sliding mode control program

Fig. 5. System main program flow chart

From the program flow chart, it can be seen that, the system input program is
achieved through the system interrupt. The purpose of the design is, if the interruption
program has been in a state of triggering, it will affect the normal execution of the
main program of the system. As a result, in the program design, the principle to follow is to set the interruption program to the task with low triggering frequency or
taking up less time.
In the process of program operation, the input frequency of the system belongs to
the lower level compared with the CPU state estimation and the system output frequency. The system input program takes up a short time, so the system input is set to
interruption triggering mode. The system state estimation, AD conversion and control
output are implemented in the main program.
By the extended Kalman state estimation, we can get the driving state variable value of the electric vehicle, and combined with the input of the system, then we can
construct the complete hybrid sliding mode control system, and make the code writing
of the sliding mode controller [9]. Hybrid sliding mode controller program flow chart
is shown in Figure 6.
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Start

The input value of the system, the AD conversion
value, the extended Calman state estimation

Differential algorithm, the deviation
and the input derivative

Control mode
judgment

Energy feedback model
Energy feedback sliding surface

Normal driving mode
Normal mode sliding
surface

Energy feedback design
control

Normal mode design

Energy feedback control
output

Normal mode control output

The end

Fig. 6. Hybrid sliding mode controller program flow chart

The output of the controller is obtained according to the calculation. That is to say,
the inverter output control can be carried out through the PWM generator. From the
program flow chart, it can be seen that, when the control algorithm is realized, it requires a judge, to choose to conduct normal driving control or energy feedback control. Since that differential control and differential input deviation in the two schemes
are necessary for calculation, the differential calculation link is set before the judgment.

4

Experiment

4.1

Experiment process

We use TMS320F2812 as the core control chip to build the experimental system.
The experimental platform system parameters are: the logarithmic motor pole p is
2, stator winding resistance is
mutual inductance is

M = 0H
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R = 4.89! ,

self-inductance is

; moment of inertia is

L = 0.019 H ,

J = 0.017kg ! m

2

and

, the back
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electromotive force constant is

! f = 0.368Wb

ke = 0.85V / rpm ,

and permanent magnet is

. In normal driving mode, make a performance comparison study of
modified extended Kalman estimation strategy the unmodified modified Kalman
estimation strategy.
4.2

Experimental results and discussion

When using hybrid sliding mode control for state estimation of modified extended
Kalman estimation and unmodified extended Kalman estimates two strategies, from
the system speed tracking error comparison, it can be known that, without extended
Kalman correction, system speed tracking error is relatively large, vulnerable to external interference. While after the amendment, the state estimation process has strong
external disturbance rejection ability, the state estimation error decreases, and the
estimation stability is enhanced.
The results show that both of them have good performance in response time of the
system in the case of no disturbance in the track test of hybrid sliding module and
traditional sliding module for step input, and the results show that both of them have
no overshoot in traditional Pl control. And the performance of the hybrid sliding
mode control is better than that of the traditional uniform order sliding mode control
in buffeting suppression and tracking stability.
Figure 7 shows to add the human system in the implementation platform, that is to
say, to add the disturbance diagram of the peak disturbance pulse in the system observation value. The system observation value is an and b two-phase current, the set
disturbance writes through the program, and conduct preset in advance in the AD
conversion process.
(
( System disturbance

(

Disturbance input/ A/div

!'%

!'#

!'!
!

"

#

$

%

&!

Time/s

Fig. 7. System observation set disturbance
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Under the disturbance input of the above figures, the system can carry out the energy feedback mode operation, and the results show that the hybrid sliding mode
controller is superior to the traditional PI control when the system is disturbed. The
velocity tracking is stable, which can well restrain the influence of the disturbance of
the observation value on the velocity tracking.
The experiments show that the hybrid sliding mode control can realize double
mode speed tracking and suppress the system buffeting, and the system has strong
robustness, having low requirement on the system model, able to eliminate the external disturbance input, and being excellent in the convergence time and anti disturbance performance.

5

Conclusion

This study analyzes the normal running of electric vehicle and energy feedback
mathematical model, and sliding mode control stability and in-variance. Based on
terminal sliding mode and high order sliding mode, we put forward high order nonsingular terminal sliding mode control technique, and based on normal driving mode
and energy feedback mode, make the design of sliding mode controller and realize
dual mode hybrid sliding mode control of electric vehicle. Electric vehicle control
system designed in this paper, based on TMS320F2812DSP core controller and
MITSUBISHI CM200DY-12H inverter module, constructs electric cars core control
module, and conducts EKF and hybrid sliding mode control and core control program
writing. The experimental results show that the proposed control scheme has strong
robustness in the BLDCM system of the electric vehicle, and has excellent performance in anti-vibration and convergence time. In this study, there are also some
shortcomings. For example, although the system has great inhibition ability of chattering phenomenon, when there is disturbance, buffeting will still affect the system. As a
result, how to further suppress the chattering phenomenon needs to carry out more
thorough research and analysis.
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